Abstract -Unit memory convolutional codes with generator matrices, which are composed of circulant suhmatrices, are introduced. This structure facilitates the analysis as well as an efficient search for good codes. Equivalences among such codes and consider some of the basic structural properties are discussed. In particular, catastrophic encoders and minimal encoders are characterized and dual codes treated. Further, various distance measures are discussed and a number of good codes, some of which result from efficient computer search and some that result from known block codes are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
NIT memory convolutinal codes (UMC) were intro-U duced by Lee [ll, who also showed that they can have larger free distance d, than the usual multimemory convolutional codes (MMC) with the same rate and the same number v of memory elements in the encoder. The distance properties of UMC were further studied in [21, where upper and lower bounds were derived. These bounds indicate that in many cases of interest, UMC may be expected to have superior properties. However, so far, few specific UMC have been investigated [ll, [3] and most of them have a very irregular structure.
Exhaustive computer search for good codes becomes practically impossible even for moderate values of the number v of delay elements. Standard methods for analyzing structural properities of encoders are often very difficult for UMC. We suggest a class of codes that is defined by generator matrices composed of circulant submatrices. In analogy with a well-known class of block codes, we refer to these codes as quasi-cyclic UMC (QCUMC). The structure of these codes facilitates the analysis as well as an efficient search for good codes, and we shall present the results of a search with block lengths up to 32. In Section I1 we give a definition of the class of QCUMC. We discuss equivalences among such codes and selection criteria for good codes. Recent work has shown that the selection of good codes cannot be based solely on Manuscript received July 1986 and March 30, 1989; revised July 17, 1989 . This work was presented in part at the I E E E International I E E E Log Number 8932923.
d,, but that several distance parameters should be evaluated and compared. Examples of such a broader selection of criteria for MMC can be found in [4] , [5] , and the importance of the extended row distance was pointed out in [2] . We extend this earlier work on selection methods and bounds for certain distances. Section 111 contains an algebraic analysis which exploits the circulant structure.
In Section IV we describe a computer search for good rate 1/2 QCUMC and present tables of these codes. This search also produced a couple of block codes with better minimum distances than any previously reported. Furthermore, we present some QCUMC that are mainly derived from known block codes.
QUASI-CYCLIC UNIT MEMORY CODES

A. Definition of the form
A unit memory encoder is defined by an encoding rule
where the x, are k-bit binary information vectors, and the y, are n-bit binary vectors of encoded symbols. The matrices G o and G I are k x n, and we assume that G,, has rank k . The rate of the code is R = k / n .
The UMC is the set of sequences that can be generated by the encoder. Many different encoders may generate the same code, and we shall have to distinguish between structural properties of the code and properties of a specific encoder.
A quasi-cyclic (QC) unit memory encoder is an encoder where GI, and G I are composed of nontrivial circulant m X m matrices, i.e., matrices where the ith row equals the top row cyclically shifted i -1 times. We shall repre- where (a,,, a,, a 2 ; . ., arrl-I ) is the top row of A . We note that the rank of A is m if, and only if
The most interesting codes have parameters k and n that are small multiples of m , and we shall give particular attention to the case ( n , k ) = ( 2 m , m ) . We shall call a UMC quasi-cyclic if it has a QC encoder. It may occur that a QC code does not have a minimal encoder [6] QC form. We shall return to the question of minimal encoders in Section 111. In this paper we shall also restrict ourselves only to encoders where GI, can be put in a form that includes a k x k identity matrix, i.e.,
where E is a k X k identity matrix. We notice, however, that QCUMC exist that cannot be put in this form. Consider for example the code generated by a 7 x 14 matrix GO = { A , , A , ) where A , and A , are specified by {x, + x + l , x 3 + x2 + l } .
Since neither A , nor A , has an inverse, Go cannot be put in the form (2).
To some extent our choice of the QC structure has been motivated by the success of putting generator matrices of good block codes in QC form [7] , [SI. Thus some known results about good block codes can be used as a basis for developing UMC. It might appear even more attractive to use cyclic block codes as a basis, and in fact this approach has been followed by Piret [9] . However, so far there has been little progress in algebraic analysis of distances of such codes. On the other hand, many cyclic codes can be put into QC form, and for this reason a few of our codes are closely related to codes mentioned in [91.
B. Equivalences Among Encoders and Codes
We shall take advantage of the QC structure by noting a number of equivalences between encoders and codes. Consistent with common practice two encoders are considered to be equivalent if they generate the same code. Having restricted ourselves to the form (2) we are left with only one encoder for k = m , but for k 2 2 m there are several equivalent encoders if the rank of G , is < k.
Consider for example the encoder
where E is now a k /2 X k / 2 identity matrix. In this code the matrix {O E A 2 ) spans a vectorspace of codewords of length one block. This matrix may be added to G I to produce an equivalent QC encoder with unit memory. We shall say also that two encoders are equivalent if they generate codes that differ only by a permutation of the positions. This terminology is common practice for block codes, but is not often used for convolutional codes. First we note that there are several permutations within each block that preserve the QC structure. If the same permutation is applied to each block, we obviously get an equivalent code. A number of permutations that preserve the QC structure are listed in [71. We may use the equivalences to select a single representative for each set of equivalent h , k ) block codes, and use the generator matrix of this code as the matrix Cl).
In addition to these equivalences, there are permutations that apply to convolutional codes, but do not affect the related block codes. If n-is a permutation of positions in each block that preserves the block codes spanned by Go and G I , and r C , denotes the matrix obtained by permuting G I , then the encoders {GO?G,} and ( G , , , r G , ) generate equivalent convolutional codes. In particular, we may take a cyclic shift of j positions in each circulant of G I and obtain an equivalent code. A permutation of this type will produce a periodic permutation of the encoded sequence where the kth block is permuted by r k .
Example 1: We shall consider (14,7) QCUMC with generator matrices G,, = { E , A , } and GI = { A , , A , ) where A , , A , , A , are 7 x 7 circulant matrices. There are a total of 2' 7 x 7 circulant matrices. Excluding the trivial all-zero and all-one matrices these can be divided into 18 classes, where each class consists of 7 matrices that are equivalent under cyclic shifts. The equivalence
reduces the set of inequivalent matrices to 8. If A is invertible, we may interchange E and A , and multiply by A -' to obtain an equivalent code. In this way we are left with six inequivalent (14,7) codes.
For a fixed G,,, G , may be selected in 214 ways. If we exclude those G I that include an all-zero or all-one matrix, the remaining matrices generate (128 -2x128 -2)/7 = 2268 inequivalent convolutional codes.
C. Distance Measures
A number of distance measures have been proposed for convolutional codes. We shall define the order j column distance, d/' to be the minimum weight of all paths in the trellis having a nonzero first branch and truncatFd after j + l branches, and the extended row distance, d;, to be the minimum weight of all paths in the trellis having a nonzero first branch and returning for the first time to the zero state after j + l branches. As shown in [21 the sequence of extended row distances is most closely related to the performance of the code, and the minimum value of this sequence d, is generally recognized as the single most important parameter and called the free distance. However, as was pointed p u t by Hemmati and Costello [lo] , it is important that d; increases sufficiently quickly with j , and in particular that the minimum average linear growth rate for large j , w o , which was originally defined by Huth and Weber 1111, is large. For some applications it is also important that the column distances d; grow as rapidly as possible [12] .
Upper bounds on d, may be obtained from known bounds on minimum distances d ( n , k ) of block codes that correspond to terminated convolutional codes [l] , [2] , [31 such that
Upper bounds on column distances were discussed in [2] but the bounds are usually not tight.
As regards i;, which for large j is determined by w,), tight bounds seem difficult to obtain. Huth and Weber [ l l ] give bounds for specific ( n , 1 ) MMC, and in particular they noted that the best values of w,) and d, that can be achieved for some fixed code parameters, can often not be achieved with the same code. Hemmati and Costello [lo] gave an improved upper bound, but only for a certain class of (2,l) codes, and in general there has been little work in this $irection. Nevertheless, it may be reasonable to compare d; to d(( j + l)n,jk). In particular one might for large j use the Gilbert bound and require that for good codes w(, > n H p ' ( l -R), where Hp I is the inverse binary entropy function.
As appears from the previous discussion the choice of criteria to select good codes is not obvious, but we believe that large d, should still be considered as the most important first criterion. The second criterion woul4 naturally be the sequenc! of extended row distances dl but for small values of j , d/' equals d, or increases slowly, and for that reason this sequence is not a useful criterion in a computer search for good codes. On the other hand, a rapid growth of column distances dl is als? important and will in most cases imply a fast growth in d;. Furthermore, it is a criterion that can be used for fast rejection of codes in a computer search. We have, therefore, searched for codes with the largest d,, and among these we have preferred codes wheye d f increase quickly to d,. Finally, we have calculated d; and only selected codes that have an acceptable growth rate, i.e., w g > n W ' ( 1 -R).
ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE
In this section we shall consider some of the basic structural properties of UMC, and we shall point out how the QC structure facilitates the analysis. In particular, we shall characterize catastrophic encoders and minimal encoders, and we shall consider dual codes. Standard methods for deciding properties of convolutional codes are often not practical when the block length is large, and we shall use methods that are particularly suited for UMC.
In the analysis of QC block codes, it was noted in [8]
that the ring of circulant m x m matrices over the binary field, F , is isomorphic to the ring of polynomials of degree less than m
Using this isomorphism, we may replace the binary k x n matrix G, composed of circulant matrices, by a k / m X, n / m matrix, G over R,,,. The set of vectors spanned by G is a module over R,,,. Many calculations are greatly simplified if they can be performed on this compressed matrix, but unfortunately some important results do not apply to modules over rings with zero divisors. In particular concepts like dimension and dual spaces are more difficult to apply, and there is no equivalent of the invariant factor theorem, which is important in the analysis of convolutional codes [6].
If G has QC form and generates a binary ( n , k ) code, the dual code is also QC. If H is a QC parity check matrix, G H r = O we can calculate the product in R,,, provided that we let the indeterminate x represent a shift to the right in G, but a left shift in H . In this way, each block of m parity checks in F is replaced by a single parity check in R,,,. This interpretation of parity check polynomials is well known from cyclic codes.
The rank of a single m x m circulant matrix, A may be found as
Again, this fact is well-known from the theory of cyclic codes. Since x'" + 1 always factors into at least two binary factors, there are always zero divisors in R,,,.
In order to calculate the rank of matrices composed of several circulant submatrices and find dual codes, we shall use a reduction of matrices over R,, to echelon form.
Lemma I: A QC matrix G consisting of circulant submatrices g,,, may be reduced to a QC matrix with t h: same rank in a standard form by row operations on G .
The reduced matrix has the following properties.
If g,, is the leading nonzero circulant in the i th row, then g,,,,, m > i and n < j , are zero matrices (all zero rows are eliminated). The rank of G equals the sum of the ranks of the leading nonzero matrices in the rows.
Proofi We give a proof by induction on the number of columns in G . Assume that there is only one column: ,,,a,,,. .
By suitable row operations we can make the first row equal where (4 x) ,o,o,. . . ,o> a ( x ) = gcd{x'" + 1 , a I l ( x ) ; . . , a , I( x)) and the remaining rows can then be reduced to zero and eliminated. The rank may be found from (4) in agreement with the lemma. Now assume that the lemma is true for a number of columns less than c, and consider a matrix with c columns. We may find the first nonzero column, and as in the case of a single column, the first element is made equal to a ( x ) while the others are reduced to zero.
The new first row is now multiplied by (x"' + l)/a(x), and we obtain a new row where the first element is zero. If the new row is all zeros, the rank of the binary image of the first row equals the rank of the leading nonzero circulant. If the new row is nonzero, the rank of the binary image of the first row is the sum of the ranks of the leading circulant and the rank of the image of the new row. In this case we add the new row as the second row of the matrix. If the first row is eliminated from the reduced matrix, the remaining matrix may be put into echelon form by the induction hypothesis, and the rank satisfies the lemma.
Clearly the calculations are complicated by the zero divisors, and there are extra difficulties when m is even.
On the other hand, when x '~ + 1 has few factors, or the leading matrices are chosen to be nonsingular, the calculations proceed almost as in a field. In addition we shall be most interested in matrices consisting of few circulants, which also facilitates the calculations.
In order to find a parity check matrix for a given code or, equivalently, a generator matrix for the dual code, we may solve a system of linear equations over F. In most situations of practical interest, this system can be replaced by a small system over R,, and a solution may be readily obtained using the reduction method of Lemma 1. We shall not discuss the modifications that are needed in 0 order to handle singular leading circulants.
Catastrophic UMC are characterized by the following
is catastrophic if, and only if, there exists an s x k matrix P of rank s, s > 0, and a nonsingular s X s matrix Q such that theorem:
froog If the condition is satisfied, the set of critical infinite input sequences I P , IQP, I Q~P , . ' .
where I is an arbitrary nonzero vector, are encoded as codewords with only the first block nonzero. The matrices PGo and P G , span the same vector space with dimension > O . The existence of such a common subspace for the vector spaces spanned by G o and G , is necessary if the encoder is to produce a zero output on a nonzero input. An infinite zero output can occur only if the subspace is produced on the same set of input sequences.
If ( G o , G l ) has QC form, then P and Q may also be expressed in this form (possibly with some redundant rows in PI. Thus the necessary calculations can be performed in R,,,. 0 where Gl;, C;' have c' rows, in minimal if, and only if,
froofi The encoder is minimal if, among encoders for the same code, G I has the smallest number of nonzero rows. We may add rows from G;, to G;' without changing the code. Further we note that since the encoder is assumed to be noncatastrophic, the last nonzero block in a codeword is spanned by G;, and G;'. Since the rows of these two matrices are linearly independent, the dimension of the codewords with only the first block nonzero cannot exceed k -v. Thus the condition is sufficient. If the condition is not satisfied, we may perform row operations on the top v rows and add rows from G;, to G ; to reduce the number of nonzero rows. Consequently the condition is necessary.
0
When the encoder has the form used in Theorem 2, we shall say that the memory is v bits. Since v is not necessarily a multiple of m , it may not be possible to write a minimal encoder in QC form unless we allow the matrices to have more than k rows. However, if we include the extra rows, a minimal encoder can be expressed in QC form.
It is sometimes helpful to use the familiar D notation to compress the generator matrix into a single k X n matrix
In particular it is often easier to find the parity check matrix for a UMC from this representation.
In the construction of QC block codes, an extra row and column of ones is often added to the generator matrix. The extra row may be interpreted as representing m identical rows, and the need for such redundant rows has already been discussed. We may fit blocks of a length m' that divides m into the analysis, provided that m / m ' is odd. The calculations in R,, are carried out as though the short block were repeated to make a circulant m X m matrix. In calculating scalar products, we get an odd number of repeated terms from such blocks, but the result is not changed. In particular a column of ones may be treated as an all ones matrix when m is odd.
IV. SEARCH FOR AND DERIVATION OF
The following approach may be used to decide whether a given encoder is catastrophic: Calculate the sequence of matrices P I , P2,; . 1 , such that P I G o spans the intersection of the subspaces spanned by G o and G I , and P,G,,
GOOD QCUMC
A. Search for (2m,m) Codes
'pans the intersection Of the subspaces 'panned by 5-I G U and 5-lGl' Thus, in each step the rank Of 5 decreases Regardless of the fact that one can take great advantage of the Qc structure in a computer search for good UMC's, the computational work involved depends heavily on the criteria used to select good codes. As mentioned in until either a zero matrix or a matrix satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 is obtained. 3 ) check for "acceptable" extended row distance growth. we require w,, > n H -' ( l -R ) = 0 . 1 1~.
We have used a computer to search for good (2m,m) codes with m I 16. However, we have not performed an exhaustive search, but have limited the search to encoders with a value of d;, which is optimum or one below the optimum value, except for the (24,121 code where the only optimal candidates for G,, are the two quasi-cyclic versions of the Golay code, and there are no candidates with d:) = 7. Thus, in this case we have also searched for encoders with d;) = 6. The main reason not to perform an exhaustive search among all QCUMC is that the changes of improving the results are considered small compared to the cost.
To reduce the computational work further, we used the equivalences mentioned in Section I1 and the block code upper bound in (31, whereby we achieve a substantial reduction in the number of QCUMC for which d, must be evaluated.
We shall point out next that a very important factor in reducing the computational work lies also in the choice of the QC structure, since we can exploit this structure in the evaluation of the distance measurFs. To see this we first notice that evaluation of d/' and d; (including d,) is, in principle, based on evaluation of minimum weight paths diverging from the all-zero state with a nonzero first input and ending at any state in the trellis for d ; and the all-zero state for 4. Thus, it is important to reduce the number of minimum weight paths that has to be evaluated. For the ( 2 m , m ) QCUMC this is done by dividing the encoder states into cyclic subsets C,,,C,;. ',C7-I in such a way that two states belong to the same cyclic subset if one is simply a cyclic shift of the other. An example is shown in Fig. 1 for the trellis of the (6,3) code specified in Table I that if {U,,, U , , . . . ,U,-is an input sequence that generates a minimum weight path to some state in a cyclic subset C,, then minimum weight paths to all states in C, are generated by the input sequences {U:,, U ; , . . . ,U;-,I,
This means that calculation of distance measures does not require evaluation of minimum weight paths to all states in the trellis, but only to one state in each cyclic subset, and thus the computational load is reduced by a factor 2 " ' / 7 [16] , where
We present the codes in Table I and Table 11 . In Table  I we list the first row of G,, and G I in octal form. The binary translation of the octal number is truncated to n digits, e.g., for n = 10, the first row of G,, = 4170, and the entire matrix becomes 
I42 I 4 4 I46
"GB is the Gilbert bound on block codes corresponding t o terminated convolutional codes, i.e., n H -' ( l -R ) .
d,(MMC) is the largest value of d, for any known R = 1/2MMC with k memory elements. d,(UB) is the block code upper bound. The (8,4) UMC found by Lee [l] and Lauer [3] by far outperforms the (8,4) QCUMC in Table I We shall further mention that all QCUMC in Table I are noncatastrophic encoders, which is always the case when GI, and G I generate codes that have only the all-zero codeword in common.
In Table I1 we have listed the extended row distances 4 for j I 20, w g , and the Gilbert bound ( H -l ( l -R))n = UMC's with high rates are particularly interesting because a low redundancy is often desirable in applications and because these codes have good free distances 121. The analysis of high rate UMC's is complicated compared to rate 1/2 codes with similar parameters. For full UMC's, i.e., codes with memory k , there are many different encoders, and long codewords have to be generated in the calculation of d,. For these reasons we have found that partial UMC's are often preferable.
As a simple case of practical interest we have considered codes of rate 2/3 generated by matrices of the form where the nonzero submatrices consist of 3 rn x rn circulants. If the 3rn rows of the matrices Gh, G;; and G ; are linearly independent, it follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that the encoder is noncatastrophic and minimal. The dual code is a QCUMC with rate 1/3, and the generating polynomials of this code can be found as the determinants of the 2 x 2 submatrices of the generator matrix in Dnotation. Table 111 contains the generator matrices and distances of some codes of this type and as in Table I we list the first row of the submatrices in octal form.
As simple upper bounds on the free distances we may take the minimum distances of the best (3rn,rn) and (6rn,3rn) block codes. In some cases it is possible to improve the distances significantly by adding overall parity checks to G,, and/or G I . As shown in Table 111 A full (16,10) UMC with free distance 12 has been found by using a (31, 10, 12) block code as a starting point. There are two nonequivalent cyclic codes with these parameters, but it is not practical to consider all possible partitionings and permutations of the generator matrices. By suitable permutations of the positions of the cyclic codes, one can obtain a generator matrix in QC form [15] . The matrix consists of 12 5 x 5 circulants and a column of ones, which may be interpreted as an overall parity check. The matrix may be modified to a (32, 10, 12) code by replacing this parity check by two columns, which are parity checks on the first and the last three circulants, respectively. This modification does not change the minimum distance.
For each of the two nonequivalent cyclic codes there are 20 ways of partitioning the circulants between G,, and G , . If we require that d;, = 4, we end up with only 6 and 4 partitionings. For each partition we can fix G,,, and there are 6 X S 3 QCUMC's corresponding to different orderings of the blocks in G I and shifts of the circulants, but many of these codes are equivalent, and using the rules from Section 11, the overall number of codes is reduced to 1500. Among these we found 14 codes with d, = 12, but only one with the distance profile d = {4,6,8,8,10,12}. This code, which can also be written in the form ( 5 ) except that the all-zero submatrix in G , is now substituted by G ; , is also listed in Table 111 .
The extended row distances for the codes in Table Ill  are shown in Table IV . A comparison of the two (16,lO) codes shows that, for short codes, large free distance [IO]
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